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June 2022

Mag7 Technologies wants a student to explore and analyze data to estimate market potential for our IP and products, sometimes for technology so novel that markets may not exist yet. We assign projects to the researcher and pay a fee for each final report, negotiated in advance.

Most important is your experience gathering and digesting and evaluating market data from online resources, your ability to discern which data are relevant, your skill to analyze the data to arrive at market size and potential, and strong writing skill. Background in economics research helps, but we think that a smart student with good research and writing skills in any technical field can quickly master the jargon and methods for this space.

Mag7 is a young company. We organize collaborations with scientists to discover and develop advanced materials that we can commercialize. These might be applied to products used in manufacturing, construction, defense, transportation, infrastructure maintenance, and environmental remediation. Our current emphasis is on applications of graphene. We have technology that can be applied in several directions, but because we’re a small company, we must be selective about which opportunities to pursue. The market analysis guides us.

To investigate further please send your bio or resume to

Ronald Terrazas, CEO, Harvard MBA ’78.
Email: ron.terrazas@mag7tech.com

mag7tech.com